Abstract-Requirements discovery is important in the context of system-of-systems because the requirements are not clear at the outset of the project and the future system may bring innovation to users through integration and orchestration. Modelling the existing systems in order to understand the current work practice of domain users is the first step towards requirements elicitation. Use case diagrams can be used for this modelling as they are powerful to express the behaviour of the system in way that all stakeholders can easily understand. However, with the aim of discovering the hidden interaction among humans, systems and data, use case diagrams need to be extended. This paper introduces some extended features of use case diagrams developed in an EU project, which helped project team discover requirements in their three use cases.
INTRODUCTION
UML has been used as a standard language for modelling of information systems [1] . As a modelling tool, UML has been extended for different purposes of study, such as domain analysis [2] , workflow activities [3] and for application development [4] .
Use case diagrams of UML is to present a graphical overview of the functionality provided by a system in terms of actors, their goals (represented as use cases), and any dependencies between those use cases. Because of this, use case diagrams have been widely adopted in practice for communicating requirements that are understandable to both users and developers [5] .
In the context of system-of-systems, the requirements are more complex because the future system may bring innovation to users through integration or orchestration. The first step to design a future system is to study the interaction between current systems and their users in order to understand the reliance of users on current systems and how their work can be helped, facilitated or augmented in the future.
Use case diagrams are often used to describe the functionality of a system. For a system-of-systems, we believe that use case diagrams still can be used to model the functionalities of current systems and their users. However, in order to model the hidden interaction of humans, systems and data, the use case diagrams need to be extended. Furthermore, this modeling process is not only to study the current systems and their relationships with users but also to discover requirements for the future system. From this point of view, use case diagrams should explicitly highlight some features that could help requirement discovery.
In this paper, the extended features of use case diagram for requirements discovery will be discussed. The extension was developed as part of the requirements elicitation process in Dicode (Data-intensive collaboration and decision making), an EU Framework 7 project.
II.
PROJECT BACKGROUND Dicode [6] sets out to address the challenge in collaboration and decision making in a data intensive environment. It aims to provide decision makers an innovative workbench which incorporates and orchestrates a set of interoperable services that reduce the dataintensiveness and cognitive complexity at critical decision points to a manageable level.
The achievement of the Dicode project's goal will be validated through three case studies, which were chosen to test the transferability of Dicode solutions in different collaboration and decision making settings, associated with diverse types of data and data sources. The three case studies are:
1) Clinico-genomic research This case study investigates clinical researchers who collaborate on exploring scientific finding issues and analyzing very large datasets.
2) Clinical trials
This case study examines medical professionals who collaborate on clinical trial decision making process related to multimedia materials.
3) Public relations
This case study looks at researchers or analysts who help decision makers on strategic decisions about their brands, products or services based on the data from social media.
In summary, Dicode aims to provide a novel platform to augment the synergy between human and machine intelligence in complex decision making situations.
III. EXTENSION FOR HIDDEN INTERACTION
In Dicode, current work practice of users is essential to be understood as a benchmark so that Dicode can work on augmentation and facilitation to improve this current work practice. We focused on studying decision making and collaboration activities using traditional user-driven approaches [7, 8] . Data collection in this phase were directed at the facts about users and communities involved, data sources and data formats used as well as collaboration and decision making activities. Users gave scenarios about how their tasks are done with the support of current systems. Use case diagrams were then created to describe those scenarios. However, with those diagrams, it is difficult to identify:
1) human actions and machine actions
It is important to capture human actions that are outside of systems and recognize that the machine actions are actually supporting human actions. If a human action has been supported by systems or tools, we could further investigate how the systems or tools performed and discover requirements through improving existing systems or replacing those systems. If a human action that have not got any supporting systems or tools, we can explore requirements through improving human actions by using new systems or integration of systems.
2) data sources and data flows Use case diagrams do not concern data issues. Consequently, there is no way to see data sources or data flows from current use case diagrams. However, for a dataintensive project like Dicode, it is essential to position the role of data in users' current work practice. Information about the data should be presented with human actions and machine actions as they provide the context for these data sources and data flows. With the data information, we can discover the requirements about functions of data processing, data discovery or data integration.
IV. EXTENDED FEATURES
This section provides an explanation on how use case diagram is extended to include features that could support requirements discovery.
A. Use case
We extended use case not only to model machine action, but also to model human action. Human action represents a task of an actor, which could be supported by a machine action. A machine action implements a human task in a tool or a system. The machine action always inherited from a human action as a machine action is one way to implement that task and potentially there are alternative implementations (i.e. other systems). To differentiate human actions from machine actions, ellipses that present actions are extended (Table I) . This differentiation of human actions and machine actions could help us find out what human actions are in need of better support, either through enhancing the existing systems or offering new systems or services, which will be the requirements of future system.
B. Datasets
In Dicode, multi-faceted datasets from complex heterogeneous data sources are involved. In order to represent the complexity of the data, three types of datasets are defined in terms of their formats. They are marked in three different shapes (Table II) : one for single format (e.g. images), one for multiple formats (e.g. a CSV file) and one for complex formats (i.e. datasets are needed to be further clarified, such as reports or paper format). 
C. Systems or tools
Use case diagrams define system boundary to indicate the scope of a system. Traditionally, this system is the future system. As we are modeling current work practice of users, current systems are needed to be clearly presented as they are potentially being integrated or improved to fulfill stakeholders' requirements. Therefore, rectangles that represent system boundary (Table III) are extended, one for current system and one for future system. (Fig. 1) and its scenario which describes current work practice of our first case study.
A. Context
A breast cancer research group is embarking on an analysis to discover common characteristics or trends that 
B. Actors
Jenny, a leading researcher, directs the research and gives guide and instructions to assistant researchers.
John, an assistant researcher, analyses data and collaboratively work with the leading researcher to get final result.
C. Steps 1. Identify dataset: Leading researcher, Jenny, decides how many groups of datasets and what kind of data needed for this study. In this case, she needs three groups of datasets from GEO 1 (Gene Expression Omnibus) website for the study. She gives the three GEO accession numbers to her assistant researcher, John, to download data for their analysis. .txt) with all the sample-specific information such as ER+/ER-(Estrogen Receptor). The clinical data is also downloaded from GEO for each dataset and can also be saved as text files (.txt). This download process can also be done through R 4 scripts without manual selection of one sample at a time. 4. Find commonality between platforms: Although all the data can be downloaded from GEO, they could come from different platforms, such as Agilent or Affymetrix. So John has to find commonality between the platforms using different tools. In this case, 4.1 John finds commonality between platform using Bioconductor 5 and R 4.1.1 He uses annotation package of Bioconductor to find common name. 5. Find differentially expressed genes: With the common name, John then finds differentially expressed genes using different analysis tools. In this case, he uses two tools:
5. 
VI. DISCOVERING REQUIREMENTS
From the use case diagram, it is clearly shown that there are two human actions without any machine support:
• Action 1: Identify datasets • Action 6: Biologically explain the data result And these two actions are extremely important in terms of decision making as one is about finding data sources and the other is about explaining the data result. Consequently, these two human actions are interesting to Dicode because there might be requirements or opportunities to offer machine support for these two human actions.
There are four other human actions that require machine actions to support.
• Action 2: Find datasets • Action 3: Download datasets • Action 4: Find commonality between platforms • Action 5: Find differentially expressed genes Action 2 and Action 3 are supported by GEO and the change of GEO is out of the scope of Dicode project. Consequently, Dicode team has further studied Action 4 and Action 5 and found out R script is the common tool used in these two actions. And after a more detailed discussion, Dicode team decides to support execution and distribution of R script to better support these two actions.
Finally, front-end and back-end requirements are discovered based on the evaluation and proposed services by Dicode technical partners to improve those actions (Table IV) .
VII. DISCUSSION
Use case diagrams have been widely adapted by industry and academia while it remains challenges in the context of system-of-systems because of the complexity and interoperability of these systems. In this paper, we have demonstrated an extended use case diagram with highlighted extra features that may help all stakeholders have a common understanding of the current work practice of users and start discussions and further investigations on design requirements of future system. We have only extended the use case diagrams for the purpose of requirement discovery and we plan to study the possibilities of other extensions in order to better address the complexity of requirements for system-of-systems. We believe that with modern technology of visualization and publication, traditional use case diagrams or other UML diagrams can carry richer information to improve analysis and help design.
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